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Foreword: The Deceptions of 
Uncertainty 

by John Rennie 

Here’s my tribute to Brian Dunning’s intellectual integrity: 
Within hours of my first real meeting with him, I was publicly 
correcting him — and he laughed about it. 

The scene was New York in the spring of 2011, at a discus-
sion I was leading at the annual Northeast Conference on Sci-
ence and Skepticism on “Information Overload: How Do We 
Know Whom to Trust?” Brian was part of the international 
panel of skeptics gathered for the occasion, which also included 
Kendrick Frazier, George Hrab, and Sadie Crabtree. People’s 
schedules being busy as they were, I hadn’t had a chance to do 
much more than say hello and talk logistics with any of them 
before we all found ourselves onstage. 

I introduced the talk by citing the wisdom of a saying 
commonly attributed to Mark Twain: “It ain’t what you don’t 
know that gets you into trouble. It’s what you know for sure 
that just ain’t so.” Any of us can easily be led astray by misin-
formation we’ve taken to heart and assumptions we’ve neglect-
ed to question.  

The only problem with that quote, I continued, is that 
there’s no evidence Twain ever said or wrote those words. Nor 
can they be pinned definitively to Will Rogers or any of the 
other famous wags who sometimes get credited. The earliest 
citation anyone has found for that sentiment seems to be from 
a 19th-century newspaper column written by a newspaper editor 
who may have known Samuel Clemens. 

When he heard that, Brian guffawed that the quote, with 
its Twain attribution, appeared in his then-new book, Pirates, 
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Pyramids, and Papyrus. And then he went on to speak eloquent-
ly about the trustworthiness of well-established science. 

Brian’s response comes as no surprise to anyone who knows 
him from his Skeptoid podcasts and writings. He stands four-
square not just for being right (that is, holding factually accu-
rate views) but for a logical, methodologically sound approach 
to drawing conclusions. He knows that simply being wrong 
isn’t necessarily a badge of shame—but refusing to be right is. 

This collection of Brian’s essays is full of such correctives 
that I wish more of the world would take to heart. As I write 
this foreword, for example, the early stages of the U.S. presi-
dential race are roiling with the anti-vaccination views of some 
of the leading contenders. I suspect that some of those politi-
cians are too far gone to benefit from reading Brian’s debunk-
ing of those worries (see Chapter 4, “Vaccine Ingredients”), but 
is it too much to hope that some of their constituents might 
not be? 

Perhaps some of them would also then see that when con-
fronted with the mysterious, they needn’t rush to embrace par-
anormal, ahistorical fantasies. Sure, ancient aliens or lost 
civilizations might at first seem like the only possible explana-
tions for 150,000-year-old metal pipes found in a Tibetan 
cave… but the more prosaic explanation that has emerged (see 
Chapter 5, “The Baigong Pipes”) is in many ways just as won-
derful. 

Those readers would also learn that skeptics as smart as 
Brian Dunning aren’t afraid to concede that sometimes science 
doesn’t know all the answers — yet. Case in point: the recent 
debate about the supposed advantages of running without shoes 
(see Chapter 8, “Is Barefoot Better?”). Humility can be refresh-
ing! (Or so I’m told; I wouldn’t know.) 

Making fun of those with irrational beliefs is easy. But that 
attitude misses what is also so poignant about them. Many of 
them are smart, perceptive, well-educated folks with back-
grounds in science or engineering; their backgrounds just have 
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some unfortunate holes they don’t recognize. It’s the tragedy of 
the woo: people driven to madness by their misplaced certainty 
that they know best. It ain’t what they don’t know…. 

Brian Dunning, on the other hand, does know. If he’s sure 
something is true, he’ll cheerfully show you why. And in the 
extremely unlikely event that you can prove that he’s wrong, 
he’ll enjoy the moment as much as you. 

John Rennie is a science writer, the former editor in chief of 
Scientific American, and an advisor to the New York City 
Skeptics. 
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Introduction 

It would be inaccurate to call this book a labor of love. It’s 
more like a joyride. 

There are fifty chapters here, exploring fifty stories; many 
of which you’ve heard, many that you haven’t. I knew some-
thing about most of them before sitting down to do the re-
search, or at least I thought I did. The lesson for me was that 
even the simplest of urban legends can hide a wealth of fasci-
nating history, science, and human nature. When you attack 
any subject with an honest thirst for insight, you nearly always 
get more than you ever imagined. 

Like so many of my fellow science journalists, I spent my 
youth obsessed with books about science, adventure and science 
fiction novels, and books on the paranormal: Bigfoot, UFOs, 
ghosts, the usual. They were so well thumbed I practically had 
some of them memorized. But there was one thing that I did 
rather poorly, and that was to analyze what I read with a critical 
mind. 

Anyone who wrote a book, I reasoned, certainly knew what 
he was talking about; and if it was in print it must be true. 

And so I grew up with the firm knowledge that the largest 
Bigfoot on record was fourteen feet tall (spotted by a troop of 
Boy Scouts), that Betty and Barney Hill had been abducted and 
subjected to medical tests by gray aliens, and that one could live 
forever if he only tuned into the evening news and learned what 
new toxin caused cancer and could be avoided. Nobody ever 
suggested to me that there was a different way to look at these 
stories, and thus I never did so. 

But age eventually brought me focus and I discovered the 
reason I was interested in such things was not because the sub-
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ject matter was especially appealing, but because to learn about 
them was to learn. And I found that popular tales, glibly re-
ported, were but a cheap gilding – a fast food paper wrapping, 
made for on-the-go consumption by the masses. Pull that 
wrapping aside, discard the mass market sound bite, and what 
lies inside is virgin territory. It’s a real story, supported by 
things we can actually learn through science, that almost no-
body gets to see. 

People are too busy these days. People don’t have time to 
learn. They want Oprah and the Action News to tell them 
something they can understand in fifteen seconds. The media 
delivers this, in spades, and the excitement of actually learning 
is becoming an endangered species. 

If you’ve listened to my weekly Internet show Skeptoid (at 
Skeptoid.com), you’ve probably heard in my voice how genu-
inely excited I am to have learned the real facts behind some of 
these stories. We use the power of skepticism and critical 
thinking to tear away that gilt wrapper, and we lay it bare with 
the laser beam of the scientific method. Not once have I ever 
researched a subject where I did not learn something new that 
thrilled me, and not once in these fifty chapters will you read a 
story you knew everything about. 

We don’t know everything. Every one of these chapters is 
incomplete. Maybe one or more of them will be a starting point 
for you to enjoy your own expedition into science as I have. 

I hope so. 
 
– Brian Dunning 
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1. Network Marketing 

Call them Network Marketing, Multilevel Marketing, or 
MLM, these pyramid plans are proven not to work. 
 
In this chapter, we’re going to point our skeptical eye at 

network marketing plans, formerly known as multilevel mar-
keting or MLM (name changed to escape the stigma). They 
say that when there’s a gold rush, the way to make money is to 
sell shovels. Network marketing companies sell shovels, along 
with dreams of gold: All you have to do is go out there and dig, 
dig, dig, and buy more shovels, and get your friends to buy 
shovels too. Levi Strauss and other suppliers became million-
aires, and hundreds of thousands of miners went broke. 

Network marketing plans are started by a company selling 
some product — fruit juice, soap, vitamin pills, water filters; 
anything, it doesn’t matter — through a network of independ-
ent distributors who are promised exponential commissions by 
recruiting multiple levels of other distributors beneath them. 
The company is guaranteed sales because the distributors are 
required to make minimum purchases, on which commissions 
trickle upward. There’s little need to actually go out and try to 
sell the product to anyone; money is made by building your 
network of distributors beneath you, and their distributors be-
neath them. Soon the commissions trickling up from all those 
monthly purchases combine into a raging torrent of cash. And 
if you just buy a few more shovels, you’re sure to strike gold. 

Network marketing plans differ from illegal pyramid 
schemes only by one subtle point: Commissions can only legal-
ly be paid on sales of a physical product. If commissions are 
offered upon recruitment of new distributors, then it’s defined 
as an illegal pyramid scheme. Pyramids are illegal because they 
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necessarily collapse when nobody else can be recruited. Howev-
er the illegal plans are pretty rare; most companies are smart 
enough to stay on the right side of the law. But the problem of 
community saturation, and inevitable collapse, remains. 

A tipoff that should clue you into the wisdom of network 
marketing is that the companies themselves, who manufacture 
and sell the product, don’t even eat their own dog food. They 
are making money the old fashioned way, by selling an expen-
sive product. It’s you whom they recruit to start a network mar-
keting business. When an existing distributor pitches you and 
gets you to become a distributor yourself, you are required to 
make your initial purchase of “inventory” of whatever the prod-
uct is. You either consume that product yourself or sell it to 
others. Your principal sales tool is the pitch that if your cus-
tomers become distributors beneath you, they can buy the 
product at a discounted wholesale price. In most plans, in order 
to retain your distributor status and qualify for the wholesale 
discount, regular monthly purchases have to be made. 

But even this discounted wholesale price is usually far high-
er than the market value of comparable products available from 
the supermarket. Participants nearly always find themselves in 
the unenviable position of having invested a lot of money in 
their own required inventory purchases, and desperately trying 
to recruit new distributors in an effort to earn commissions on 
their inventory purchases, and hopefully recover their own in-
vestment. So this raises the question: How often does it work 
out that way? How many MLM participants ever recover their 
own investments? 

The Federal Trade Commission cautions “Most [network 
marketers] end up with nothing to show for their money except 
the expensive products or marketing materials they’re pressured 
to buy.”  

Consumer Reports advises “Stay away from multilevel 
marketing schemes that make earnings contingent on your abil-
ity to sign up an ever-growing pyramid of ‘distributors’ who are 
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supposed to do the same and pass sales commissions up the 
line.”  

The nonprofit Consumer Awareness Institute analyzed 
available data published by the MLM companies themselves. 
Of the companies surveyed, they reported the least successful 
was Amway/Quixtar where 99.99% of distributors lose money, 
and the most successful was Herbalife, where 99.42% of dis-
tributors lose money.  

They also surveyed 200 tax preparers in three counties in 
Idaho and Utah, where 6% of residents are active network mar-
keting participants. From over 300,000 tax returns, not a single 
one reported significant profits from network marketing activi-
ties.  

In a Wisconsin lawsuit, the tax returns of the top 200 of 
20,000 network marketing participants were examined by the 
Attorney General. The average income of this top 1% was a loss 
of $900.  

Newsweek found that fewer than 1% of Mona Vie distribu-
tors ever qualified for any commission at all, and less than 1 in 
1,000 recovered the cost of their required monthly purchases. 

So if network marketing plans don’t work, why do people 
buy into them? Network marketing plans are easily sold by 
simply laying out some compelling mathematics on a white-
board. A typical program sets five downline members as the 
goal for each participant: To be successful, you need only re-
cruit enough people to end up with just five who actively par-
ticipate. Below those five are their five apiece, totaling 25. This 
is your network. Each downline of five are qualified by partici-
pating at the minimum required level, so this model already 
excludes everyone who is flakey or only half-hearted, leaving 
only the five good ones in each downline. Your commissions 
based on those minimum participation levels — where all five 
below you dutifully make their minimum monthly inventory 
purchases — guarantees you an impressive income. The math-
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ematics are black and white, and it’s so simple that nothing can 
go wrong. You’d have to be stupid not to do it. 

But here is the problem that these whiteboard presenta-
tions always manage to omit. Of all the thousands of network 
marketing plans available now or in the past, if only one of them 
had ever had even a single line active to only 14 levels deep, that 
alone would have required the participation of more human beings 
than exist. That math is black and white, too. Level 14 is popu-
lated by 514, or about 6.1 billion people, the entire population of 
the planet, in addition to level 13 with 1.2 billion, all the way 
up to you and your original five. You can answer “Oh sure, but 
a lot of the people don’t get all five or they flake somehow,” but 
you forget that the entire premise has already eliminated those 
who flake or who don’t get all five. The unfortunate conclusion 
is that a fully invested network, upon which the whiteboard 
presentations are dependent, has never actually happened. 

A fundamental reason that such networks fail is that they 
depend upon recruiting people to compete with you. If you 
own a shoe store, and you pitch every customer on opening 
their own shoe store instead of being your customer, very soon 
you’re going to have a neighborhood full of shoe stores, with 
everybody trying to sell and nobody left to buy. It doesn’t take 
an MBA to see that this is pretty much the polar opposite of a 
sound business strategy. 

Let’s say you tried to make it sound, and said “Forget the 
multilevel recruiting, I’m going to focus on selling the product.” 
Is anyone doing that successfully? It would not appear so. Dur-
ing yet another lawsuit in the UK, the government found that 
less than one in ten participants ever sold even a single product 
to another person. Since the company has its distributors as a 
captive audience required to make regular purchases, the prod-
ucts are typically grossly overpriced compared to similar prod-
ucts available in supermarkets. This makes their sale a dubious 
prospect for those few distributors who ever do attempt retail 
sales to customers. Surveys show that nearly all products pur-
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chased by network marketers are consumed by the distributors 
themselves. 

This fact is rarely mentioned in the sales pitches. Instead, 
they typically promote the merchandise (referred to as “lotions 
& potions” by MLM critics) as wondrous super products that 
will be in high demand. But, you should always beware of suc-
cess stories coming from MLM distributors. Most MLM com-
panies pay shills who lie about having had multimillion dollar 
success with the scheme. These are typically the ones who trav-
el around giving seminars, pitching motivational materials, and 
putting on recruiting extravaganzas that have been criticized by 
the Federal Trade Commission for promoting an almost cult-
like religious mania as a substitute for sound business practices. 

I’ve spoken with enough friends and other people who are 
into network marketing to know that the default response to 
this is “Oh, but this plan is different.” Sure, every plan has dif-
ferent tweaks and details, but fundamentally they are all the 
same. The company is going to make tons of money selling an 
outrageously overpriced product every month to their captive 
audience buyers: You, and any friends you recruit. Not one of 
you has any realistic hope of coming out ahead. My advice to 
everyone involved in network marketing: Simply stop now. 
Stop convincing yourself that profits are just around the corner 
if you just buy a few more cases of expensive product. Just stop 
now, walk away, consider it a lesson well learned, and don’t 
give them another dollar. 

One final tidbit I’ll leave you with. On average, 99.95% of 
network marketers lose money. However, only 97.14% of Las 
Vegas gamblers lose money by placing everything on a single 
number at roulette. So if you’re thinking about joining a net-
work marketing plan, and aren’t dissuaded by the facts I’ve pre-
sented, consider instead going to Vegas and placing all your 
money in a single pile on number 13. Sooner or later you’re 
going to have to take my advice and just stop now. 
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2. Wi-Fi, Smart Meters, and 
Other Radio Bogeymen 

Are common radio transmitters carcinogenic or otherwise 
harmful? 
 
In this chapter, we’re going to point the skeptical eye at 

popular claims that ordinary radios — such as walkie talkies, 
police and emergency 
radios, and those em-
bedded in devices such 
as cell phones, Wi-Fi 
hubs, and smart utility 
meters — are danger-
ous. Some say they 
cause cancer, some say 
they present other 
more nebulous health 
risks. How concerned 
do you need to be that 
something as ubiquitous as radio could be doing you more 
harm than good? 

This issue rose to the headlines in popular media with a 
frightening announcement in May of 2011 by the World 
Health Organization. The press release stated that the Interna-
tional Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) had placed ra-
diofrequency (RF) in their Group 2B of possible carcinogens 
due to an increased risk of the brain cancer glioma associated 
with the use of mobile phones. Unfortunately, very few people 
actually read the release, and saw only that headline, which pre-
sents a highly skewed perspective of what was actually said. As 
a result, new movements arose worldwide, notably in Canada, 


